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**ABSTRACT**

We Indians bow our head in front of Almighty, Guru, Matru, Pitru and all elders as a sign of respect to them. We surrender ourselves completely by bowing our ‘Shiras’. Shiras is considered as uttamanga as it is the seat of Gnanendriya. Acharya Charaka mentioned that shiras is the sthana where indriya, indriyavahasrotas and pranavahasrotas are located. Shiras is one of the Praanayatana as well. Clinical applicability of Shiras is better understood by verse of AcharyaVagbatha, where he said that, Shiras is the moola of a plant and shaaka (Limbs) are its branches. And annihilation of moola leads to complete destruction of a plant. Shiras is one among the Shadanga shareera. Injury to shiras leads to destruction of indriya and causes sharrerikavyadhi. Further Indriyaartha sannikarsha is lost and buddhi is hampered resulting in maanasika vyadhi. So if shiras is affected a person suffers from both Shareerrika and manasikavyadhi. Speaking in terms of chikitsa all the Urdhwajatrugata rogas are treated by treating the shiras i.e. either by shirobasthi, shiropichu or shiorabhyanga. Other vyadhis like Jwara, urdhwaraktapitta, kamala etc are also treated by treating shirasthana. Hence in this paper an effort is made to understand the clinical applicability of shiras in correlation with the modern science.
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INTRODUCTION

In the context of Rachana shareera, there is explanation of shadanga shareera i.e. bahu, sakti and shirogreeva. Shiras is considered as uttamanga as it is the seat of pancha Gnanendriya. Acharya Charaka mentioned that shiras is the sthana where indriya, indriyavahasrotas and pranavaha srotas are located. Shiras is also included as one among the trimarma and among 107 marma 37 marma are situated in shiras. This shiras where prana resides, if injured, may lead to death of a person. As said in classics all shareerika and manasika vyadhi are interrelated and is seen when shiras is injured or affected by vitiated doshas. All Urdhwa jatrugata rogas and few other vyadhis are also treated through shiras. This highlights the importance of shiras in clinical practice.

1. Classical Background

2.1 Nirukti and Definition

The word shiras is derived from shri + shrayatekhangeshirakiccha. Its synonyms are uttamanga, shira, shirsha, murdha, and mastaka. Shiras is defined as the one where prana and pancha Gnanendriya resides.

2.2 Anatomy of Shiras

Rachana anusara, Shareera is divided into shadanga i.e. dwi Bahu, dwi Sakti, and Shirogreeva. Shiras is the place where indriya, indriyavahasrotas and pranavahasrotas are located and also is the seat of praana. Hence shira is considered one among dashapranayatana. It is one of the Trimarma and out of 107 marma, 37 marma are situated in shiras. In the context of paribasha it is mentioned that, shiras has five sevani, one sanghata, one seemantha, sixty three asthi, eighty three sandhi, kapala variety of asthi, tunnasevani variety of sandhi, thirty four peshi, thirty four snayu, prutu variety of snayu, one hundred and sixty four sira and fifty avedhya sira. Kapha is the predominant dosha in shiras and also it is seat of Pranavayu, Alochaka pitta and Tarpaka kapha. Acharya Bhela mentioned that seat of alochaka pitta is shira and talu and also he opines that mana and aatma are connected to indriya which are located in shirastalu. The perceptions received through indriya and indriyaartha are conveyed through pranavayu to mana and aatma. In the context of schatchakra it is said that Agnachakra is located between the two eyebrows and this chakra has the shakti in it. The two nadi i.e., Ida nadi and Pingala nadi pass through this chakra.

2.3 Clinical Applicability

Shiroroga are defined as the one where shira shola is the prime symptom. Acharya Sushruta mentioned eleven shiroroga and Acharya Charaka mentioned eleven...
mentioned only five shiroroga. Acharya Vagbatha specified as ten shiroroga and nine kapala roga. All the shiroroga are mainly due to sannipata dosha and hence affect both shareera and manas. The main line of treatment beneficial shiroroga is Nasya as Acharya vaghbata says Nasa is the dwara for shiras. Also other upakramas like shirobasthi, shiropichu and shiro abhayanganga are prime means of treatment in urdhwajatrugata rogas.

2.4 Importance of Shiras

Acharya Charaka has considered Shiras as one among the Trimarma and further explains that all the skandha ashrita marma are dependent on the trimarma. As prana resides in the shiras it is important to protect it from abhighata.

DISCUSSION

Shiras is the superior most part of body. It is a vital part where all the Indriya are situated. All diseases of urdhwajatrugata rogas are cured by treating through the shiras. It is said that nasa is the gateway of shiras. This is mentioned in modern science as well. The olfactory epithelium in the nasal cavity has bipolar neurons which convey the drug to the olfactory bulb and thus forms a pathway to the head which helps in curing diseases. In a new born baby, the region of bregma is oleated by keeping cotton dipped in oil. Also in the treatment of snakebite, kakapada aakara vrana is done at the region of Bregma. These procedures indicate the importance of shiras. Few instance where diseases are treated by treating the shiras include treatment of urdhwagata rakthapitta, where the durdhura patra swarasa is pounded with grita and applied on murdhini, in nasamargagata raktapitta, patola patra rasa along with navaneeta is applied over moordhini, use of Navaneeta in kamala chikitsa and in vatarakta the drugs used are yastichooorna and navaneeta, usage of navaneeta and eranda taila in Ardita. With these references found in samhitas we can predict the importance of shiras. Speaking in terms of maanasikavyadhi and chikitsa, it is said in classics that all the shirorogas are due to sannipata dosha where along with shareera doshas, the manasika doshas are also vitiated as indriya are present in shiras and there is all probability of difficulty in indriya and indriyasrtha sannikarsha resulting in buddhi brama. Agnachakra, one among the shatchakra is present in between the eyebrows has power which is more than a sun and moon. At this level a yoga practitioner attains the absolute (Bramha) gnana. Therefore, Shiras is an uttamanga without which person cannot survive.
CONCLUSION

Prana is required for all deha for the exisstane. And shiras is one such place where prana resides. Moreover, all the urdhwajatrugata rogas and most of the other shareerika and manasikavyadhi are cured by treating the shiras. This proves the importance of shiras for one’s survival.
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